CALL FOR PAPERS - FIRST ANNOUNCEMENT
The XIth International Conference TEX TEH 2023

The 11th International Conference TEX TEH 2023 represents a prestigious International Conference in the field of textiles and connected industries, organized online by the National Research and Development Institute for Textiles and Leather, Bucharest, Romania, during 12-13th of October, 2023. With a tradition of 17 years, the International Conference TEX TEH brings together scientists, researchers, students and stakeholders from all around the world, to share their theoretical and practical knowledge in various disciplines, exchange scientific ideas, expand scientific cooperation and facilitate new valuable partnerships.

Based on previous scientific achievements, successful international recognition by inclusion of the TEX TEH previous editions proceedings in international databases, as well as on rigorous peer review criteria, TEX TEH XI aims to inspire future research projects and to attract and involve companies, universities and public authorities to participate in collaborative partnerships focusing on economical and societal problems of national and international interest.

Conference topics:
- Advanced Textile Materials and Technologies
- Biomaterials and Biotechnologies
- Circular Economy
- Industry, Education and Digitalization
- Innovative Systems, Technologies and Quality Assurance
- Nanomaterials and Electrosplanning
- Security and Aeronautics
- Resource Management and Social Challenges

TEX TEH XI 2023 Secretariat
Contact person: Constantin Jurit
Address: 16, Lucrării Patrascu
Street, 030508
Bucharest, Romania
Tel: +4021-340.49.28
Fax: +4021-340.55.15
Email: texteh@incdtp.ro
www.textheforum.ro

Abstract submission:
The deadline for the submission of the abstract papers is June 15, 2023. Click here to download the extended abstract template for the 11th edition of the International Conference TEX TEH.

Authors are requested to submit Abstracts via e-mail address: texteh@incdtp.ro no later than June 15, 2023.

THE TECHNOLOGICAL AND BUSINESS INCUBATOR
ITA TEXCONF

ITA TEXCONF is an entity in the infrastructure of innovation and technological transfer without legal personality, established within INCEDTP based on HG 406/2003, accredited for the textile - clothing field and re-accredited in 2020, Certificate no. 118/2020, issued by the Ministry of Education and Research.

ITA TEXCONF is part of the National Network for Innovation and Technology Transfer ReNITT and acts for the sustainable economic and social development of the textile sector, by ensuring access to technological performance, developing the innovative environment, introducing quality systems and developing human resources.

Insights from incubated company
SC Xtreme Equipment SRL

The incubator is involved in specific actions of collaboration with all 5 existing clusters in the textile field, of which it is part as an active member: Romanian Textile Concept Cluster – RTxC, ASTRICO NE, Traditions Manufacture Future, Transylvania Textile & Fashion Cluster and Fashion Future Cluster.

Services:
- Services of sustaining textile-clothing SME competitiveness within the competitive background of the market economy;
- Services aiming at creating partnerships and financing drawing in within the projects;
- Services aiming at the product, equipment, innovation technology promoting in the field of textile-clothing, as part of scientific events (fairs, symposiums, conferences, etc.);
- Mediating contracts of technology transfer/manufacturing of products, experimental models, prototypes and specific applications for technical textile, personal protective equipment, invasive and non-invasive medical devices, special-purpose items, etc.;
- Mediating contracts in the field of investigating the textile material and product properties, within the RENAR accredited INCEDTP laboratories.
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